hand, structural heterogeneities (domains) are real (either alkyl groups or groups of ions), on the other hand, structural heterogeneities result from erroneous interpretations of experimental data. Structural heterogeneities are considered to determine all properties of IL as dissolution, solvation rate, self-diffusion, diffusion of substances dissolved in IL, electron transport etc. IL structures were investigated by SAXS and WAXS methods, by diffraction of synchrotron radiation and neutrons followed by interpretation of the radial distribution functions by molecular dynamic simulations. Structural model of IL is not available now in spite of the active research and great demand for such model. IL structure model simply presented below is based on literature experimental data for imidazolium and tetraalkylammonium ILs with cation:anion ratio 1:1.

In accordance with the suggested model, 4 cations and 4 anions form an octupole and alkyl tails belonging to the neighbour octupoles are combined in pairs giving hydrocarbon domains. Octupoles and alkyl domains are two structural heterogeneities which construct IL structure. Octupoles are distributed in place of carbon atoms in the diamond structure and two diamond structures are inserted in one another with a shift for a half of the cubic cell dimension (diamond structure is friable so octupoles of one diamond structure fill the voids of another diamond structure). Alkyls are arranged along the C-C bond in diamond structure. Diamond-like cubic structure of IL can’t help containing fragments of lonsdaleite structure and intermediate configurations. That is one of important reasons for the long range order absence.

Octupole combination of cations and anions is confirmed for alkylammonium (alkylphosphonium) IL. Nitrogen (phosphorous) atoms of four cations are distributed upon cube vertices and three alkyl chains of each cation are situated above the face diagonal of the cube, i.e. pairs of alkyls are formed above one of two diagonals of any cubic face what means the alkyl domain existence. Four more vertices of the cube are occupied with anions forming an octupole together with four cations. The fourth alkyl chain of each cation is oriented off the cube along the three-fold axis of octupole. The nearest octupoles combine such alkyls in pairs in the diamond-like (lonsdaleite-like) structures similarly to imidazolium IL. The suggested model is close to the structure of concentrated solutions of electrolytes.
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Gels are ubiquitous in nature and in everyday life. Starting from protoplasm to shaving cream, all are gel. It is a visco-elastic soft material comprising of a small amount of solid and a huge number of organic (organogel) or aqueous (hydrogel) solvent(s). In a typical experiment, a relatively dilute solution of a gelator is heated and cooled below the critical temperature (gel-gel transition temperature), the immobilization of solvent occur by withstanding its own weight is termed as gel [1]. Under several kind of microscopic observation, it is found that, 1D self assembled fibrillar network (SAFIN) are cross linked among themselves via junction zones to form 3D matrix to arrest the flow of solvent. As SAFINs are the key gel formation, it is very important to investigate its molecular level self assembling by analyzing the crystal structure. It is not possible to obtain an x-ray crystal structure in its native state, as submicrometer size SAFINs are very poorly diffracting along with the scattering contribution of solvent molecules. Ab initio crystal structure determination of SAFIN using x-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) with very slow scan speed may be an alternative one but such a method of structure determination is not routine yet and requires high-intensity synchrotron beams, which are not readily accessible.

However, it was proposed by Shinkai nearly a decade ago that 1D hydrogen bonded networks promotes gelation whereas 2D and 3D networks either produce weak gels or no gelation at all. The fact that this hypothesis was indeed based on a logical foundation was most explicitly demonstrated by us by exploiting supramolecular synthons, which was first proposed by Desiraju in Crystal Engineering. We have identified and exploited some supramolecular synthones, namely Primary Ammonium Monocarboxylate (PAM), Primary ammonium Dicarboxylate (PAD), Secondary Ammonium Monocarboxylate (SAM) and Secondary Ammonium Dicarboxylate (SAD) synthones, which are robust enough to produce 1D hydrogen bonded network (HBN) with desired functionalization.

Easy access to a class of chiral gelators has been achieved by exploiting primary ammonium monocarboxylate (PAM), a supramolecular synthon. A combinatorial library comprising of 16 salts, derived from 5 amino acid methyl esters and 4 cinnamic acid derivatives, has been prepared and scanned for gelation. Remarkably, 14 out of 16 salts prepared (87.5% of the salts) show moderate to good gelation abilities with various solvents. Anti-solvent induced instant gelation at room temperature has been achieved in all the gelator salts, indicating that the gelation process is indeed an aborted crystallization phenomenon. Rheology, optical and scanning electron microscopy, small angle neutron scattering, and X-ray powder diffraction have been used to characterize the gels. A structure-property correlation has been attempted, based on these data, in addition to the single-crystal structures of 5 gelator salts. Analysis of the FT-IR and 1H NMR spectroscopy data reveals that some of these salts can be used as supramolecular containers for the slow release of certain pest sex pheromones. The present study clearly demonstrates the merit of crystal engineering and the supramolecular synthone approach in designing new materials with multiple properties.
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As a part of our study concerning the polymeric metallic dicarboxylates, their supramolecular features and their fascinating and attractive architectures, several oxalate-based alkali metal have been obtained as monometallic as well as bimetallic single crystals with Rb [1], [2], Li and Cs atoms. For the two first alkali metals, the structural investigations have conclude that the corresponding compounds have the specificities of coordination polymers. Concerning the Cs atom, two oxalate-based compounds have been previously reported, one formed with the partially deprotonated acid CsH₂C₄O₄ [3] and the other containing both partially deprotonated